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***OVER 100,000 COPIES SOLD!  If your child loves books by Mo Willems, Laura Numeroff, Dr.

Seuss, Felicia Bond, P.D. Eastman, and Sandra Boynton, your child will fall in love with this

children's story collection.Â This book is filled with wonderfully illustrated color pictures.Includes

aÂ Table of ContentsÂ for easy navigationREFORMATTED to work correctly on ALL devicesThere

are 100 fun stories in this book.1) Dizzy the Amazing Spinning Dinosaur - Find out how Dizzy uses

his amazing spinning tail to defeat the big bad hungry T-Rex.2) The Magical Mouse - Mouse meets

a frog that gives him magical powers. Find out how Mouse helps the other animals and gets an

amazing surprise when he reaches the Far Away Land.3) Simon and the Evil Serpent - Simon, a

genius clown fish, comes up with a plan to defeat the evil serpent when he discovers the witch's

secret.4)Â The Cat That Was Afraid of A Mouse - Otto is a scaredy cat that hides whenever he sees

a mouse. One day Tilly, a clever little mouse, finds Otto's hiding spot and uses him to teach the

other evil cats a lesson...5) The Rooster that Couldn't Crow: A farm gets turned upside down when

a rooster loses his voice. Will he ever be able to get it back?6)The Magical Mouse7) The Party in

Monsterland8) The Early Bird Didn't Always Catch the Worm9)Â Monkey and the Silly Shark10)

Alligators Can't Skateboard! 11) The Cow That Tried to Jump Over the Moon12) Furious Fred Goes

to an Ice Cream Store13) Dinosaurs Are Not Terrible Lizards14) The Scary Flood in Sun and

Moon's House15) The Search for the Longest Story16) Cheetah and the Crazy Rock17) Where the

Silly Things Are18) The Happy Hippo Race19) How the Tiger Got Its Stripes20) The Magical

Volcano Soup++ 80 More Stories!
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My daughter is only six months old, but my niece and nephew are 3 and 4. I use this book to read

them stories at night time. I even let them pick the one they want to hear. Having so many stories

and so many illustrations they never get bored. This book is like a treat. At their age 100 seems like

a million. They can't wait to the day we read all of them.

My son absolutely loves this book, and with so many stories to read, by the time you finish the book

you can start again and not have to buy another book that you are sick to death of reading. There is

lots of colorful illustrations for him to examine in great detail, and it works great on my kindle. Iâ€™m

so glad this works on other devices too, sometimes when we are staying with the grandparents it

can be so great to just use my smart phone instead of bringing the kindle along with us. It has also

been a great encouragement for him to start reading. I highly recommend this book for your child,

Iâ€™m sure they will love it as much as my son loves it.

This is quite a collection and itâ€™s great to see so many stories all in one place. Itâ€™s sort of like

a one stop shop for bedtime stories, with something for every taste. Each seems tailored for

younger children, which is great because sometimes books targeted at the 10-year-old and up

market can kind of confuse (and then bore) really young kids. All of the stories are accompanied by

great illustrations that help illustrate the action and all are fairly shortâ€¦which is another great feature

of this book. The brevity keeps the kids interested and involved in the stories and also helps

whoever is reading to them not become bored to death! The length also means that you can read

more than one aloud at a time and still make the bedtime deadline. My niece and nephew always

want me to read them a few stories at a time and this is a great book for thatâ€¦they can look through

the book and pick out a few of their favorites, based on the pictures. All of the tales are original (as

far as I could tell, that isâ€¦Iâ€™d never heard them before) so you donâ€™t wind up duplicating

content. I think this is a wonderful collection that any parent of young kids should add to their

collection.

First of all, this is the first book that I have seen in years that is tailored for children in Preschool



through 2nd grade. It is a wonderful collection of 100 fairy tales for children of all ages. As a mother

of four with two children ages 5 and 6, it is a great collection of stories that are short and sweet.

Each story is well written. It opens a child's level of imagination in ways that allow them to explore,

use critical thinking skills, while enjoying a great story. The stories are short in nature to keep the

attention of any child, regardless of their age. The stories are written in a simple format that makes

reading for beginning readers easy to follow. The pictures flow great with the stories. They are very

descriptive while not being too detailed. They inspire the imagination in my children that many other

stories have never done.The writer did a wonderful job keeping the stories short, sweet, and full of

excitement. They are great for traveling with young children and even my 10 year old daughter has

enjoyed a few stories. This collection of stories made the drive from picking up the kids from school,

squeezing in a quick shopping trip, and a quiet ride home more pleasurable. This collection of fairy

tales makes for wonderful bedtime stories too. My 6 year old loves to grab my kindle to read the

stories. They are short and easy for her to read and understand. She is even able to read them to

her younger sister. They often go back to The Magical Mouse, and read it over and over. I would

recommend this collection of stories to any parent, grandparent, or caregiver. It's inexpensive and

well worth the money. I wouldn't trade this book for anything!

This is quite the collection. I mean, 100 stories is a lot of stories and each one of them has cute

good-looking illustrations. All of the images look great on my PC and Kindle Fire. This book is sure

to become a favorite among your little ones as many of the stories are absolute treasures. Sure,

some of the stories have a lot fantasy involved in it like the story "How the Butterfly Got Its Colors,"

but that is to be expected of fairy tale stories. If your child likes fairy tales then I would definitely

recommend this book.

Got a Kindle for Christmas and bought some books for my grand-daughters, ages 6 and 11. They

can learn to use my new E-reader and work on reading skills. You have to love a win/win. Lots of

Childrens books for $.99. Is that a win/win/win? Happy Gramma

Sharlene just keeps writing them better and better. Another great book for Children by Sharlene.

Just like her 50 stories for 3-7 years old, she captures the imaginations and curiosities of children

within these stories. My 8 year old daughter just loved them. The stories are short enough though

does not limit the essence of a well educated written story. Within this book also well written and

easily understandable poems. What I love about Sharlene's book is the definitions she has added at



the end. As a child I remember having to lookup a word in a dictionary solely took the fun out of

reading. Here kids stay curious and have everything there wanting to read and learn more. Well

done!I love her style of uncomplicated writing in order for older children being able to read the

stories themselves. Another great book with stunning illustrations combined with talented writing.

Stories yet to be told. We loved it!
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